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through fog rolling in off the Pacific. Pedaling 
out of the saddle to switchback into the 
hills above Oakland. Traversing the trails and 
timeless vistas of the Sierra Crest. Yosemite, 
the Redwoods, Lake Tahoe, the Lost Coast - 
we live where nature and opportunity intersect 
with daily access. In our Northern California 
home, outdoor inspiration exists at every turn 
in the trail and along every mile of the ride - 
driving us further. It drives us to wake early and 
stay out until the last slivers of sunlight fade in 
the west - making the most of each day with an 
uncompromising natural charge. At HydraPak, 
it drives us to do more, and to go beyond.

A BRISK
TRAIL RUN
AT DAWN

OUR COMMUNITY
OF ATHLETES AND 
ADVENTURERS

are driven by the same mindset. Pedal further. 
Run faster. Log more vert. Set a personal 
goal and make it happen—from an overnight 
backpacking loop to a lifelong ambition of 
ticking off a 50k, hiking the John Muir Trail 
or summiting Mt. Whitney. Wherever you 
endeavor to go, we’re there to make sure 
you stay hydrated every step of the way, 
and we strive to be the least of your worries 
in the wild. We believe in performance- 
driven design, and our gear is boiled down 
to the essence of functional performance.



we spend thousands of hours considering every 
minute one. Our reputation has been earned on 
dusty desert trails and frigid mountain peaks, 
and through partnerships with leading brands 
like Salomon and Osprey. We don’t simply 
supply our brand partners, we collaborate 
with them during design and testing phases 
so their finished products perform beyond 
the sum of their parts. We innovate and then 
engineer our gear to be a reliable platform 
you can use to push beyond where you got 
before. Set a goal, achieve, and set another. 
At HydraPak, performance-driven defines who 
we are—and we know it defines you too.

DETAILS
MATTER:

AT THE CORE 
OF EVERY 
GREAT PACK.

Our innovative products are a favorite of 
brands that want the best in hydration.
Featured brands: 



This is where we
started; it’s who we
are and what we do.

Built for performance so you can 
fight that uphill battle, elevate your 
heart rate, and crush some miles. 
Uninterrupted and hands-free.
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20% MORE FLOW
Engineered with high 
performance features
and enhanced design

ERGONOMIC SLIDER TOP
No sharp edges, opens wide
for fast filling & closes tight

for a leakproof seal

FLEXGRIP
Dual FlexGrips make it

simple to fill, carry, and
access in your pack

REVERSIBLE
Turns inside out for
easy cleaning & drying

UNIVERSAL SIZE
¼” diameter, 36 in. drink tube

PLUG-N-PLAY
Auto shutoff
prevents leaking

BLASTER  VALVE
High-flow bite-valve self seals 
after each sip and features a
twist on / off bar

Here’s a runner’s gear essential. Designed 
to be more comfortable in vests and packs, 
the Velocity 1.5 L features a new ergonomic 
slideseal top. It’s our lightest reservoir yet, and 
the wide opening makes for rapid refills at aid 
stations. Never run on empty.

VELOCITY   1.5 L
A371

Capacity  1.5 L / 50 fl oz

Weight  125 g / 4.4 oz

Dimensions  315 mm x 150 mm / 12.3 in x 5.9 in

Materials  Lightweight TPU / PP/POM / Silicone

Color

RESERVOIRS

VELOCITY   IT 1.5 L
A381

HydraPak IsoBound™ prevents condensational 
warming keeping your hydration at an 
ideal temperature longer. The double-wall 
construction and open cell foam technology, 
create a barrier – slowing the heat transfer 
from the user to the hydration.

20% MORE FLOW
Engineered with high 
performance features and 
enhanced design

ERGONOMIC SLIDER TOP
No sharp edges, opens wide
for fast filling & closes tight

for a leakproof seal

FLEXGRIP
Dual FlexGrips make it

simple to fill, carry, and
access in your pack

REVERSIBLE
Turns inside out for
easy cleaning & drying

UNIVERSAL SIZE
¼” diameter, 36 in. drink tube

PLUG-N-PLAY
Auto shutoff

prevents leaking

BLASTER  VALVE
High-flow bite-valve self seals 
after each sip and features a
twist on / off bar

RESERVOIRS

Capacity  1.5 L / 50 fl oz

Weight  163 g / 5.7 oz

Dimensions  335 mm x 150 mm / 13.1 in x 5.9 in

Materials  IsoBound TPU / PP/POM / Silicone

Color

ISOBOUND TECHNOLOGY
Provides 15% more
insulation from
outside temperatures
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SLIDE-SEAL
Opens wide for fast
filling & closes tight
for a leakproof seal

FLEXGRIP
Dual FlexGrips make it

simple to fill, carry, and
access in your pack

SHAPE-SHIFT BAFFLE
Locks for a slim profile &

increased stabilization;
unlocks for full volume

Smart design, meet peak performance– also 
known as the Shape-Shift Reservoir. Our time-
tested creation for hydration on the go, it can 
take a serious beating. It fits nicely in most 
packs and is fully reversible for easy cleaning. 
Durable, dependable form and function.

SHAPE-SHIFT   3 L / 2 L
A263 / A262

Capacity  3 L / 100 fl oz unlocked
  2.5 L / 84 fl oz locked

Weight  154 g / 5.4 oz

Dimensions  445 mm x 165 mm / 17.4 in x 6.4 in

Capacity  2 L / 70 fl oz unlocked
  1.5 L / 50 fl oz locked 

Weight  141 g / 4.9 oz

Dimensions  340 mm x 165 mm / 13.3 in x 6.4 in

Materials  Lightweight TPU / PP/POM / Silicone

Color

REVERSIBLE
Turns inside out for
easy cleaning & drying

BLASTER  VALVE
High-flow bite-valve self seals 
after each sip and features a
twist on / off bar

SLIDE-SEAL
Opens wide for fast
filling & closes tight
for a leakproof seal

FLEXGRIP
Dual FlexGrips make it

simple to fill, carry, and
access in your pack

HYDRAFUSION TUBE
Insulates and protects

High-performance athletes need high-
performance hydration. The Force 2 L and 3 L 
are ultra-durable and designed for action.
The 36” flexible HydraFusion drink tube insulates 
in hot weather and protects in tough conditions. 
The high-flow bite valve not only has a dust 
cover, but it self-seals and features a twist
on/off bar to prevent leaks. Ready when you are.

FORCE   3 L / 2 L
A523 / A522

Capacity  3 L / 100 fl oz unlocked

Weight  258 g / 9.0 oz

Dimensions  445 mm x 165 mm / 17.4 in x 6.4 in

Capacity  2 L / 70 fl oz unlocked

Weight  242 g / 8.5 oz

Dimensions  340 mm x 165 mm / 13.3 in x 6.4 in

Materials  Ultra-Durable TPU / PP/POM / Silicone

Color

BLASTER  VALVE WITH 
DUST COVER
High-flow bite-valve with dust 
cover self seals after each sip 
and features a twist on / off bar

ULTRA-DURABLE
Engineered for
extreme environments

PLUG-N-PLAY
Auto shutoff
prevents leaking

PLUG-N-PLAY
Auto shutoff

prevents leaking

RESERVOIRS RESERVOIRS

20% MORE FLOW
Engineered with high 
performance features
and enhanced design

20% MORE FLOW
Engineered with high 
performance features
and enhanced design
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We pioneered this
category and continue
to evolve it with our light 
and nimble designs.

Our flasks are designed to keep
you performing at your peak.
From nutrition needs to quick
hydration, we’ll keep you running
no matter the conditions.
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Light and fast the Handheld SoftFlask 750ml 
was designed to attach to the front of your 
pack with a flexible webbing loop, leaving you 
with plenty of pack room for other essentials. 
It has a leak-proof auto-shut off valve, twist 
locking cap, high-flow bite valve and a 42mm 
opening, so it’s easy to fill.

SOFTFLASK   750 ml
B516HP

Capacity  750 ml / 25 fl oz

Weight  66 g / 2.3 oz

Dimensions  270 mm x 80 mm / 10.5 in x 3.1 in

Cap  42 mm / 1.7 in

Materials  Lightweight TPU / HDPE / Silicone

Color

TWIST-LOCKING CAP
With 42mm opening

Take matters into your own hands with the 
Handheld SoftFlask 500 ml. Designed for the 
minimalist runner, the SoftFlask is easy to hold 
with a flexible hand strap. It has a leak proof 
auto shut-off valve, twist locking cap, high-flow 
bite valve, and a 42 mm opening, so it’s easy 
to fill. Your next PR awaits.

SOFTFLASK   500 ml
B511HP

Capacity  500 ml / 17 fl oz

Weight  51 g / 1.8 oz

Dimensions  200 mm x 80 mm / 7.8 in x 3.1 in

Cap  42 mm / 1.7 in

Materials  Lightweight TPU / HDPE / Silicone

Color

SOFT MATERIAL
Conforms to your hand

SHRINKS AS YOU DRINK
Reducing water

movement

TWIST-LOCKING CAP
With 42mm opening

SOFT MATERIAL
Conforms to your hand

SHRINKS AS YOU DRINK
Reducing water

movement

BITE VALVE
High flow, self-sealing 

BITE VALVE
High flow, self-sealing 

SOFTFLASKS

FLEXIBLE HAND LOOP
TPU Coated webbing

FLEXIBLE HAND LOOP
TPU Coated webbing
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Whether it’s trails, rivers, or slopes, nutrition 
is just a bite away. The collapsible, lightweight 
SoftFlask is easy to fill and even easier to 
consume. It can be integrated into a variety 
of packs, vests, belts, even PFDs. And since it 
holds your favorite nutrition concoction, you 
can go the distance without running out.

SOFTFLASK   250 ml / 150 ml
B212HP / B200HP

Capacity  250 ml / 8 fl oz

Weight  24 g / 0.8 oz

Dimensions  230 mm x 75 mm / 9.0 in x 2.9 in

Capacity  150 ml / 5 fl oz

Weight  19 g / 0.7 oz

Dimensions  160 mm x 75 mm / 6.2 in x 2.9 in

Cap  28 mm / 1.1 in

Materials  Lightweight TPU / PP / Silicone

Color

BITE VALVE
High-flow and self-sealing
to eliminate drips

DESIGNED TO CARRY
Gels, water, electrolytes,
or your own nutrition mix

SOFT MATERIAL
Conforms to

any pocket

SHRINKS AS
YOU DRINK
Reducing water
movement

FLEXIBLE DESIGN
So you can stuff
it anywhere

SpeedCup is the quick and easy watering 
solution whether you’re racing in the Rockies or 
backpacking in the Himalayas. It’s lightweight, 
easy to hold, reusable, and collapsible so you 
can tuck it almost anywhere. Available in 2-pack.

SPEED CUP  
A713HP

Capacity  200 ml / 7 fl oz

Weight  10 g / 0.4 oz

Dimensions  102 mm x 64 mm / 4.0 in x 2.5 in

Materials  Ultra-Durable TPU

Color

INTEGRATED
FINGER LOOP
Provides support
when drinking

HIGH-FLOW NOZZLE
Makes fueling for
long efforts easier
and less sticky

REUSABLE
Saves waste

on the trail

SOFTFLASKS SOFTFLASKS
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DRINK TUBE
Adjustable and
interchangeable

Part of our ultra-light series, the UltraFlask is so 
light, you might forget you brought it. Weighing 
in at just over an ounce, it’s optimal hydration 
no matter what kind of runner you are. Its 
pliable material conforms to most pockets, 
it shrinks as you drink to minimize water 
movement, and it can be used with or without 
the tube. Ultra lightweight, ultra useful.

ULTRAFLASK   600 ml / 500 ml
AH161HP / AH151HP

Capacity  600 ml / 8 fl oz

Weight  57 g / 2.0 oz

Dimensions  230 mm x 80 mm / 9.0 in x 3.1 in

Capacity  500 ml / 17 fl oz

Weight  54 g / 1.9 oz

Dimensions  255 mm x 60 mm / 9.9 in x 2.3 in

Cap  28 mm / 1.1 in

Materials  Lightweight TPU / PP / HDPE / Silicone

Color

IDEAL SIZE
For hydration vests, 

belts, or pack pockets

LARGE OPENING
For rapid refills, 

adding ice,
or nutrition mixes

SHRINKS AS
YOU DRINK

Reducing water
movement

SOFT MATERIAL
Conforms to

any pocket

HydraPak IsoBound™ prevents condensational 
warming keeping your hydration at an 
ideal temperature longer. The double-wall 
construction and open cell foam technology 
create a barrier - slowing the heat transfer from 
the user to the hydration.

ULTRAFLASK   IT 500 ml
AH182

Capacity  500 ml / 17 fl oz

Weight  70 g / 2.5 oz

Dimensions  200 mm x 80 mm / 7.8 in x 3.1 in

Cap  42 mm / 1.7 in

Materials  IsoBound TPU / PP / HDPE / Silicone

Color

IDEAL SIZE
For hydration vests, 
belts, or pack pockets

LARGE OPENING
For rapid refills, 

adding ice,
or nutrition mixes

SOFT MATERIAL
Conforms to

any pocket

DOUBLE-WALL
Open cell foam

technology

ISOBOUND TECHNOLOGY
Provides 15% more

insulation from
outside temperatures

SOFTFLASKS SOFTFLASKS

DRINK TUBE
Adjustable and

interchangeable
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Heading out for a short 
hike, or an overnight 
jaunt in the backcountry.

Whatever your adventure, our
ultra-light flexible bottles won’t
weigh you down. Once empty,
you can stash them or stow them
just about anywhere.
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When you’re going for your personal best, 
running out of water is not an option.
Essential equipment for every adventurer,
the 1 liter Stash is large enough to handle
all-day hydration, expanding for use and 
crushing back down for maximum pack space.
Compact, flexible, and 50% lighter than a hard 
bottle, it’s constructed with purpose.

STASH   1 L
G121HP / G121M / G121Q / G121J

WIDE MOUTH
Makes it quick
and easy to fill

TPU CARRY HANDLE
Creates a comfortable
carrying experience

Capacity  1 L / 32 fl oz

Weight  107 g / 3.7 oz

Dimensions  Open - 210 mm x 100 mm / 8.2 in x 3.9 in
  Closed - 60 mm x 100 mm / 2.6 in x 3.9 in 

Cap  63 mm / 2.5 in

Materials  Ultra-durable TPU / HDPE

Color

COLLAPSES DOWN
The most compact and
portable water bottle at
1/4 of it’s original size

RIGID BOTTOM & TOP
Keep it sturdy and
easy to drink out of

ULTRA-DURABLE
Abrasion resistant
TPU & RF welded seams
for superior elasticity

Welcome to utility and design in harmony. 
Essential equipment for every adventurer, 
the Stash 750 flattens for maximum room in 
your pack, expanding for use on the trail. It’s 
compact, flexible and 50% lighter than a hard 
bottle. It’s the most convenient way to travel.

STASH   750 ml
G122HP / G122M / G122Q / G122J

Capacity  750 ml / 25 fl oz

Weight  84 g / 2.9 oz

Dimensions  Open - 195 mm x 92 mm / 7.6 in x 3.6 in
  Closed - 66 mm x 92 mm / 2.6 in x 3.6 in 

Cap  42 mm / 1.7 in

Materials  Ultra-durable TPU / HDPE

Color

SCREW CAP
Makes it quick
and easy to fill

TPU CARRY HANDLE
Creates a comfortable
carrying experience

RIGID BOTTOM & TOP
Keep it sturdy and
easy to drink out of

ULTRA-DURABLE
Abrasion resistant
TPU & RF welded seams
for superior elasticity

FLEXIBLE BOTTLES FLEXIBLE BOTTLES

COLLAPSES DOWN
The most compact and
portable water bottle at
1/4 of it’s original size
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A trail companion like no other, the flexible 
Stow 1 L has an internal baffle that makes 
it easier to hold and pocket. The spill-proof 
nozzle allows for easy drinking. It’s lightweight, 
easy to pack, and the bail handle makes for 
more comfortable carrying and attachment. 
Convenience meets performance.

STOW   1 L
GS310HP / GS310M / GS310Q / GS310J

Capacity  1 L / 32 fl oz

Weight  55 g / 1.9 oz

Dimensions  230 mm x 130 mm / 9.0 in x 5.1 in

Cap  28 mm / 1.1 in

Materials  Ultra-durable TPU / PP / HDPE

Color

SCREW CAP
With spill-proof nozzle

FLEXIBLE BAIL HANDLE
For easier carrying

80% LIGHTER
Than a hard bottle

BAFFLE
For easy handling
and slim profile

EXTREMELY PACKABLE
Flatten and roll when 

empty to stow into
bail handle

With durable construction and minimal design 
for easy packing, the flexible Stow 500 ml 
helps make all your adventures the best they 
can be. The Stow also features a spill-proof 
nozzle for easy drinking, bail handle for 
comfortable carrying and attachment, and is 
80% lighter than most hard bottles.

STOW   500 ML
GS305HP / GS305M / GS305Q / GS305J

Capacity  500 ml / 17 fl oz

Weight  43 g / 1.5 oz

Dimensions  175 mm x 102 mm / 6.8 in x 4.0 in

Cap  28 mm / 1.1 in

Materials  Ultra-durable TPU / PP / HDPE

Color

SCREW CAP
With spill-proof nozzle

FLEXIBLE BAIL HANDLE
For easier carrying

80% LIGHTER
Than a hard bottle

EXTREMELY PACKABLE
Flatten and roll when 

empty to stow into
bail handle

FLEXIBLE BOTTLES FLEXIBLE BOTTLES
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Made for backpacking, 
thru-hikes, alpine
expeditions, and
adventure seeking, our 
water storage solutions 
are like no other.

Extremely packable and darn tough, 
our gear will make you rethink the way 
you carry your water. Whether you’re 
headed out on a road trip cross-coun-
try or spending weeks on the trail it’s 
hydration for the duration.
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Our highest capacity storage yet. Perfect for 
car camping or water for your base camp, it 
has a wide mouth Plug-N-Play cap for easy 
pouring, flexible handle for effortless carrying 
and hanging, and dual baffles for stability.
As if all that wasn’t enough, it’s lightweight
and extremely packable.

EXPEDITION   8 L
 E800

Capacity  8 L / 270 fl oz

Weight  257 g / 9 oz

Dimensions  380 mm x 220 mm / 14.8 in x 7.8 in

Cap  63 mm / 2.5 in

Materials  Ultra-Durable TPU / HDPE / TPU Coated Nylon

Color

WIDE MOUTH
For easy filing and pouring,
dispensing tap inserts
for a controlled flow

WATER-PROOF
Made of TPU film laminate
so it wipes clean

STORAGE SOLUTION
For car camping,

picnicking, or
any expedition

FLEXIBLE
WEBBING HANDLE

For carrying and hanging

DUAL BAFFLES
For stability,
free-standing when full

LOW PROFILE
DAISY CHAIN

For lash points

COMPATIBLE
With backcountry
water filters

DISPENSING TAP
Inserts into Plug-N-Play

cap for a versatile
dispensing solution

CAPACITY GUAGE
Track your hydration
supply or measure
out the contents

WATER STORAGE WATER STORAGE

EXTREMELY PACKABLE
Flatten, roll, and wrap
with tether when empty
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Go the distance with our latest addition to the 
Seeker series, the 4 L. It has a higher capacity 
storage, yet it’s lightweight. The flexible bail 
handle allows for easy pouring and carrying.
It packs away nice and easy. Four side tie-
downs for hanging or pack attachment make
it the perfect tool for the long haul.

SEEKER   4 L
 A818M / A818HP

Capacity  4 L / 140 fl oz

Weight  126 g / 4.4 oz

Dimensions  310 mm x 220 mm / 12.1 in x 8.6 in

Cap  42 mm / 1.7 in

Materials  Ultra-Durable TPU / HDPE

Color

FLEXIBLE BAIL HANDLE
Makes it easy to fill
in a stream or lake

STORAGE SOLUTION
For car camping,

picnicking, or
any expedition

FLAT SCREW CAP
Integrated grip ring

DUAL BAFFLES
For stability when full

EXTREMELY PACKABLE
Flatten, roll, and wrap

with tether when empty

LASH POINTS
For hanging or
attaching to
your pack

The great outdoors just got greater. The Seeker 
is our ultra-light, durable water storage system 
to help you get out and stay out. It collapses 
down to the size of a fist, attaches to your 
pack, or hangs from a tree. You can freeze it 
to use as an ice pack or keep it in your camp 
kit for your go-to filter bag. Adventure seekers, 
this one’s for you.

SEEKER   3 L / 2 L
 A813M / A813HP / A812M / A812HP

Capacity  3 L / 100 fl oz

Weight  87 g / 3.1 oz

Dimensions  381 mm x 133 mm / 15 in x 5.3 in

Capacity  2 L / 70 fl oz

Weight  74 g / 2.6 oz

Dimensions  286 mm x 133 mm / 11.3 in x 5.3 in

Cap  42 mm / 1.7 in

Materials  Ultra-Durable TPU / HDPE / Nylon Bag

Color

WIDE WORKING
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Can be frozen - max temp of 
140º F

EXTREMELY PACKABLE
Flatten, roll, and wrap

with tether when empty

LASH POINTS
For hanging or
attaching to
your pack

STORAGE SOLUTION
For car camping,

picnicking, or
any expedition

WATER STORAGE WATER STORAGE

FLAT SCREW CAP
Integrated grip ring
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The perfect hydration 
vessel is just the start.

From the desert to the mountains, 
to travel, to every day, upgrade
your system with accessories
that enhance your adventure.
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Versatile water storage and delivery.
The Seeker™ Hydration Kit converts your 
HydraPak Seeker into a hands-free hydration 
system. Use inside your pack like a hydration 
reservoir or strap outside like a bottle.

SEEKER   HYDRATION KIT
A177

Contents  Screw Cap, Tube, Bite Valve

Cap  42 mm / 1.7 in
Combine this kit with HydraPak’s Seeker™ 
water storage bag for a convenient way to 
fill pots and bottles, wash your hands, brush 
your teeth, and clean your dishes. Plug in the 
shower nozzle and treat yourself to a quick 
rinse or douse off your gear.

PLUG-N-PLAY CAP KIT
 A172

SHOWER NOZZLE
Plug-N-Play the
Shower Nozzle

for a solar shower
system

DISPENSING TAP
Plug-N-Play camp tap
for a versatile
dispensing solution

PLUG-N-PLAY  CAP
Converts the HydraPak Seeker* 
water storage bag into an 
easy-to-use camp tap, 
or solar shower solution

BLASTER  VALVE
High-flow bite-valve self seals 
after each sip and features a
twist on / off bar

42 MM SCREW CAP

FLEXIBLE & 
NON-KINKING

IDEAL DUROMETER
TUBE DESIGN

For easy routing

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

Contents  Plug-N-Play Cap, Tap, Shower Nozzle

Cap  42 mm / 1.7 in

DIRT GUARD
WITH TETHER
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The Hydrant Tube Kit converts your HydraPak  
reservoir or Seeker™ storage bag into a hands-
free pressurized hydration system, equipped 
with an easy-to-use squeeze bulb that sprays 
water at your command. This multi-use kit 
includes a high-flow Blaster™ Bite Valve and 
Pressure Activated Valve.

HYDRANT TUBE KIT
 A173

DUST COVER
Protects silicone valves
 from collecting dirt

CLIP
Easily clip to
your pack

SQUEEZE BULB
One handed dispensing
solution, pump for flow

Bottle Bright tablets are readily 
biodegradable and all natural. Made to 
keep your reservoir and flasks operating 
at peak performance and your stainless 
steel coffee bottle grime free.
No scrubbing required.

Quantity  12 tablets

BOTTLE BRIGHT
 BB112

BLASTER  VALVE
High-flow bite-valve self seals 
after each sip and features a
twist on / off barHYDRAFLEX  TUBE

36 in. flexible &
non-kinking drink tube

PLUG-N-PLAY
Quick disconnect for
simple tube removal,
universal ¼ in.
diameter fitting

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

Contents  Tube, Squeeze Bulb, Bite Valve,
  Pressure Core Valve, Dust Cover
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Quickly disconnect your tube from your reservoir with 
the push of a button. This inline Quick Connector is 
an easy upgrade to any HydraPak system. Ideal for 
filtering water directly in the backcountry.

QUICK CONNECTOR
A175

Quickly secure your tube to your strap or jersey, 
allowing you to more easily access your hydration.

Diameter  6 mm / ¼ in

TUBE MAGNET
 A176

Hydrate smarter with this handy insert that 
eliminates the usual spill when drinking from 
wide-mouth bottles. Made of BPA-free silicone, the 
Watergate fits our Stash 1 L bottles and most others.

WATERGATE
 A164HP / A164G / A164R

Diameter  63 mm / 2.2 in

Weight  10 g / 0.3 oz

Materials  Food-grade Silicone

Color

A clean system is an effective system. The HydraPak
Cleaning Kit is equipped with a tube brush and a 
Bottle Bright tablet to keep your hydration equipment 
super clean.

CLEANING KIT
 A145

Contents  1 Tab + 1 Brush

Water that tastes good goes down well. The 
HydraFlex drink tube is designed to keep your water 
tasting fresh. And because it’s non-kinking, you 
receive a steady flow every single time.

HYDRAFLEX  TUBE
 A154

Diameter  6 mm / ¼ in

Length  914 mm / 36 in

Materials  TPU / PP / Silicone

Color

The best performing valve in the industry. The Blaster 
Bite Valve comes with a dust cover to protect you 
from grittier elements. It’s leak-proof, self-sealing, and 
easy to disassemble for cleaning. It’s a clear winner.

BLASTER  BITE VALVE
 A151

Diameter  6 mm / ¼ in

Weight  10 g / 0.4 oz

Dimensions  33 mm x 58 mm / 1.3 in x 2.3 in

Materials  TPU / PP / Silicone

Color

Durable and lightweight with built-in foam insulation, 
this simple, but breakthrough tube helps keep your 
water cooler in even the hottest temps. The kit 
includes a 36” TPU tube, Blaster Valve with dust 
cover, and our Plug-N-Play connector. Refreshing. 

HYDRAFUSION  TUBE
 A155

Diameter  6 mm / ¼ in

Length  914 mm / 36 in

Materials  TPU / PP / Silicone

Color

This innovative solution is a premium tube system 
that helps keep water flowing in freezing temps. It 
has our Phaser bite valve, Plug-N-Play connector, and 
50% more foam insulation than competing brands. 

ARCTICFUSION  TUBE
 A167

Diameter  6 mm / ¼ in

Length  914 mm / 36 in

Materials  TPU / PP / Silicone

Color

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

Diameter  6 mm / ¼ in



WE GO ABOVE AND BEYOND WITH EVERY PRODUCT WE MAKE AND OUR
WARRANTY IS NO DIFFERENT. IF YOU EXPERIENCE ANY FAILURE DUE TO THE

PRODUCT’S MANUFACTURING OR MATERIALS, WE’LL REPAIR OR REPLACE
THE ITEM FOR FREE. NO QUESTIONS ASKED.

WHATEVER IT TAKES FOR YOU TO KEEP THE ADVENTURE GOING. 



6605 San Leandro St.
Oakland, CA 94621
hydrapak.com

510-632-8318
info@hydrapak.com


